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Libraries reduce costs,
add value

T

he last issue of the Exchange featured an article

by Tornm Foley of the city of Richfield describing
how libraries can help you do your job more efficiently. But don'l just take Tom's word for it--check out
the numbers below. Developed by the Mn/DOT I ibrary
for a departmental reorganization earlier this year, these
estimates show annual Mn/DOF cost savings and cost
avoidance attributable to Mn/DOT Library Services. You
too could benefit simply by calling the Mn/D)(T ILibrary
(651-296-2385), sending an e-mail to
library dot.state.mnn.us, or visiting the web site at
www.dot.state.mn.us/library. Or. contact the Mn/DOT
Library's partner, the CTS Library. at 612-624-3646.
amathison @cts.umn.edu, www.cts.umn..edu/libraries.

Overall cost savings and cost avoidance
The Mn/DOT Library provides information faster, better. and more cheaply than you can for yourself. In itscal year 2001, Mn/DOT Library Services provided an
estimated total of $8,386.500 in reduced costs and
added value, for a benefit-to-cost ratio of 12:1.
*

4.500 information resources were provided in
response to specific requests, for estimated savings
of $191,250. (Note: Library networks were used to
borrow about 500 of these resources from 175 other
organizations in 45 states and 3 foreign countries.)

*

specific topics
3,600 requests for informliation lon
were responded to, for an estimated savings of
$468,000.

*

Reduction in duplicate subscriptions provided by the
library's centralized magazine subscription and routing service saved ant estimated $ 80,00()0.

*

Reading of the 4,500 requested informnation
resources provided by the library provided an cestimated value of $5.100,000.

*

Reading of the 40,000 information resources pro-

vided through the library's routing services provided
an estimated value of $2,400,000. (Note: Routing
service is available only to Mn/(DOI' employees.)
*

ibrary's web pages
Viewing and use of Mn/DOTI'
$47.250.
of
value
provided an estimated

The Mn/DOT' I ibrary has a staff that includes fixe
professional librarians who can help you find the inf
ormation you need. (CTS has one part-time librarian.)
More specific savings are shown in the table on
page 2. Ifyou would like further informationi or a copy
of the full report, please contact Jerry Baldwin, 65 I297-4532. jerry.baldwin(tdot.state.mn.us. Tp

A glimpse of the spring maintenance expo
known as a T2 technical support engineer),
ur roving the
reporter,
Pat sumMurphy (otherwise
following
provides
mary of some of the sessions at
the 2002 Minnesota Spring Maintenance Expo.

You are a hero
The morning general session featured a dynamic presentation by
John Behrends of Behrends Education System, Mankato, which
concluded with the message that
all those in the room were heroesin-waiting-waiting for the right situation, time, or opportunity. He
reached this conclusion by informing, encouraging, inspiring, and
humorously defining what makes a Some "heroes"cineck out equipment at mre maintenance expo
hero. He led the group through the
all in the room that because of the type of work
characteristics, mindset, perspectives, and comthey perform, they have opportunities to be
mon threads of heroes. Behrends offered many
heroes to the public they serve.
examples of heroes-some involved in exciting
and life-threatening situations, but most, unsung
heroes dealing with more mundane, but imporMaintenance: State Aid cares
tant, day-to-day issues that affect the lives of
Rick Kjonaas (assistant state aid engineer,
other people.
Mn/DOT) and Dick Larson (county engineer, Mille
The mindset of heroes is similar, he said, and
Lacs County, and a member of the Minnesota
usually consists of being trained and competent in Local Road Research Board) described how state
their jobs, willing to do what is asked, and
highwy user funds are made available for maindesirous to do what is needed. Behrends said a
tenance work and for research. As funding
person's thoughts drive what he or she does, so
becomes more and more limited, research into
he identified heroes' attitudes and common traits.
improved methods and materials for maintenance
Heroes exhibit courage, give others hope, value
becomes even more important.
life, and have a commitment to their calling. They
Expo continued on page 6

Minnesota exploring GPR for road evaluation
by Marc Loken, Mn/DOT
becoming a
round-penetrating radar (GPR) is fast
technology worldwide for surveying subsur
face features and defects inflexible and rigid pavemCents.
Since the early 1970s. radar has been developed to pentiate and detct underground leatures. C(urrently several
state ()OTs (c.g.. Texas and Florida) use (IPR to evalu-

Sviabl

ale their transportationi facilities. The Office of Materials

and Road Research in Maplewood is currently conducting a study on the use of GPR systems for evaluating
paveientlis. Also, several cities. counties, and Mn/lI)(O
districts have expressed interest illusiiig GP(R o aid in
surveying and evaluating projccts.
(;PR has the potential to be used for a variety of
pavement applications, including measuring the thickness of asphalt pavemeiint, base, and sub-hbase; analyzing
rutting mnechanisms; calculating and verifyimg material
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properties; locating subsurface objects; detecting stripping and/oir layer separalion; detecting subsurface mi(oislure; and detcrmining depth to bedrock. As opposed to
direct methods, (PR is a nondestructive field test and
gives a continuous profile of existing road conditions.
(iPR utilizes high-speed data collection at speeds up to
50 miph, thus requiring less traffic control and resulting
in gretaler safty.
Using various frequencied anteninas, PR can be
used to detect subsurface features ranging in depth from
zero to 20 feel. (Currently, Mn/l)O has two GPR data
collection systeCis with four antennas raniging in trequency from 100 MlIz to 1500 MHz. Pavement thickness can hb calculated with a relatively high degree of
accuracy (5to 10 percent). whereas the determnination of
subturface layer material type is more qualitative, subjective, and based on the operator's experience.
(;PR cotincud on lpage' .
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Minnesotans receive national honors
Wisniewski named Urban
County Engineer of the Year

D

onald C. Wisniewski. P. E., of
Washington County, has been
named the 2001 Urban County
Engineer of the Year by the National
Association of County Engineers
(NACE). Wisniewski isrecognized for his
"application of efficient engineering management principles and standards of economic design, construction, maintenance.
and operations of public works facilities."
Wisniewski has been the Washington
County director of transportation and
physical development and county engineer since 1984. Previously, Wisniewski
servxed 12 years as county engineer for
Carver County and four years with the
Minnesota Highway Department. He isan
active member of NACE and the Minnesota County Engineers Association, for
which he served as president in 1992.
Wisniewski continues to play a major
role in many projects and programs within Washington County and the metro area.
Just a few of Wisniewski's major accomplishments include the development of
long-range comprehensive transportation
plans focusing on mobility improvements,
pavement preservation, and additional
capacity building. Wisniewski has also
planned for two major river crossings,
four major trunk highway corridors. and
an intersection crash rating system, and
developed a department labor management committee and a 10-year equipment
replacement program.
NACE state director Wayne Fingalson
attended the April 16 board meeting on

behalf of the national NACE organization
to present Wisniewski with this prestigious award. Wisniewski was also recgnized at the Annual Management and
Technical Conference in San Diego,
Calif.. on March 28. 2002.

Dahlberg receives ARRA
annual award for excellence
Mic Dahlberg, county engineer for the
Chisago County Department of Public
Works in Center City, was honored with
the Asphalt Recycling and Reclaiming
Association's (ARRA) "2002 Excellence
in Full Depth Reclamation Award
Iahlberg was chosen for his innovative strategy in upgrading many of the
gravel roads in the Chisago County area.
He selected the proper and most economical improvement for each gravel roadway under consideration. )ahlberg used
full-depth reclamation (FDR),which
involves incorporating new. innovative
binders into existing gravel roads, ealing
the roadways, and conducting additional
strength analysis to determine whether a
paved surface isnecessary in future
staged construction.
Dahlberg's use of FDR *"effectively
balanced strength and Ilexibility to
achieve maximum performance and optimum economy." Also. through his knowledge of FDR, Dahlberg was able to avoid
the costly alternative of subcut corrections, new ditch construction, and road
widening. Te
-Terri Weitz
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Estimates of annual Mn/DOT cost savings and cost avoidance attributable to Mn/DOT Library Services
continued from page 1
Reference Services
600
in-depth reference questions handled
each year
x 16
(estimate of hours of customer's time
saved per question)
x $30
(estimate of hourly value of customer's
time)
= $288,000
savings
3,000
x2
x $30

= $180,000

quick reference questions handled each
year
(estimate of hours of customer's time
saved per question)
(estimate of hourly value of customer's
time)
savings

Document Delivery
1,500
articles downloaded or photocopied
interlibrary loans
+ 1.,000
publications checked out from collections
+ 2,000
x 1
(estimate of hours of customer's time saved
per article)
x $30
(estimate of hourly value of customer's time)
savings
= $135,000
1,500
+ 1,000
+ 2,000

x $50

x 0.25
= $56,250

articles downloaded or photocopied
interlibrary loans
publications checked out from collections
(estimate of costs per item of acquiring
through other channels if library did not
exist-price + purchase order processing,
payment, etc.)
(estimate of percent of materials that would
be acquired if not available from the library)
savings

Routing Service
400
periodicals subscriptions
x $150
(average cost per subscription
through other channels if library did
not exist-price + purchase order processing, payment, etc.)
(average multiple subscriptions if
x3
sharing through other channels if
routing service did not exist)
= $180,000
savings

Total savings and avoided costs: $839,250
Note: These are measures of only the time and dollars saved in acquiring information. They do not measure the actual value of the information itself or the benefits derived
from application of the information acquired.

Estimate of annual added value attributable to Mn/DOT Library Services
articles downloaded or photocopied
interlibrary loans
publications checked out from collections
publications from collections used in the
library
(percent of items that would not be read
x 0.75
if library did not exist)
x $600
average value per reading* (Special
Libraries: Increasing the Information
Edge, Jose-Marie Griffiths and Donald
W. King. Washington, D.C.: Special
Libraries Association, 1993)
= $5,100,000 value added
1,500

+ 1,000
+ 2,000
+ 4,000

resources distributed through routing service
(estimate of number of routed items that add
value)
x $600
average value per reading* (Griffiths and
King, 1993)
= $2,400,000 value added
40,000

27,000
x 3.5
+ 60
x $30
= $47,250

'Professionals report substantial savings as a result of
reading; average savings are nearly $600 per reading of
journals, books, and internal reports.

annual visitors to Mn/DOT Library
web sites

x 0.1

average minutes spent viewing pages
per visitor
minutes per hour
estimate of hourly value of customer's
time)
value added"**

**Since this number was developed, Mn/DOT Library
revised its estimate for the value of web pages to
$1,692,000: 27,000 annual visitors x .66 (percent of visitors
who view more than page of entry) x .10 (estimated percent
of viewings that provide useful information) x $600.

Benefits and return on investment
savings and avoided costs
value added
= $8,386,500 Total benefits
library costs (salaries, supplies, equipment, space)
- $700,000
= $7,686,500 Annual ROI

savings and avoided costs
$839.250
+ $7,547,250 value added
- $700,000
library costs (salaries, supplies, equipment, space)
Benefits-to-Cost Ratio 12:1

$839,250

+ $7,547,250
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Counties reap benefits from reclaimed glass in aggregate base

O

aggregate base has matured into an econonmical
and
environmentally
friendly
to the
dual
ver the
past decade, the
use ofsolution
reclaimed
glass
in
problems of rising landill costs andlincreasing aggregate
demands for roadway construction. Previously , the class
would be landfiiled or color sorted and hauled long distances. Mn/l)O i"s 1999 aggregate specification 3138
allows up to 10 percent (by weight) reclaimed glass to
he combined with traditional aggregiate macrial and
used as base inroadway construction projects.
Recently, several Minnesota counties have seen the
economic benefits of using reclaimed glass as an aggregate supplement. In addition to eliminating the costs of
glass disposal or separation inpreparation for long-distance transportation, some counties are adding additional

value to the material by blending the reclaimed glass
with substandard virgin aggregates. 1y stockpiling
reclaimed glass at abandoned gravel pits where all the
"good" gravel has previously been mined out, the colnty
can later arrange for blending the glass with the substandard gravel to meet the new Mn/DI)OT specification for
Class 7G aggregate. This approach uses the otherwise
useless substandard aggregates, preserving higher quality
aggiregate tresources for other projects in an economical
fashion.
"Ottertail C(ounty is now uising the reclaimed glass
every other year on a regular basis,' says Dan Krivil, a
recycling consultant specialiing in glass recycling.
"Ottertail County has developed a very simlple special
provision specification that requires the contractor to
incorporate the county's reclaimed glass to produce a
Class 70 aggregate for use as base on a particular, prescheduled road construction project." Krivit says. "The

The AASHTO standard makes it
easier for other states to try this
new process, which Minnesota
has already found
very economical.
county has been using this approach now for over four

years without anLy problems."
IHennepin, Ramsey, and Cass are just a fewxof the
other counties with success stories, and more countlies
are julmping on the bandwagon and proposing test projects to reap the benefits of glass. For example. Dodge
County recently expanded its use of reclainled glass in
the construction of a new landfill cell. The county is

using 6 inches of glass under 4 inches of gravel in constructing the base of the cell.
As the reclaimed glass initiative progresses further.
the benefits are gaining \isibility. Recently, the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASIITO) recognized the use of recycled materials in pavement and created a new specification titled
"Glass Culler Use or Soil Aggregate Base Course." The
specification illustrates that when properly processed,
"glass cullet can he expected to provide adequate stability and load support for use as road or highway bases."
The AASHTO standard makes it easier for other states to
try this new process, which Minnesota has already found
very economical.

Minnesota s use of reclaimed glass in aggregate
paxement began in 1991 when Mn/DOTI. in cooperation
with Sibley County, began a research effort to study the
use of recycled glass in coimbination with virgin aggregate material to be used as a road base.
As this decelopment gained popularity in Minnesota.
it x as recognized that outreach and educational efforts
would have to be made. In 1998, the Minnesota ITAP
Program directed a project steering committee that
developed a public awareness outreach and imiplementation plan. The committee then helped initiate the
Reclaimed Glass Inmorrion Kit, which targets county
and city engineers, road constructioni on
ontractors. municipal recyclers, and solid waste administrators. The kit is
the principal written outreach tool illustrating the benefits and details of using glass as an aggregate road bae
and includes case studies, sample letters, a list of
reclaimed glass suppliers. references. and glass debris
charts.
In summary. counties that choose to use reclaimed
glass may reap excellent benefits. Not onlI will they be
preserving resources, they will also be saving money and
working toward a sustainable future. For more information about the use of reclaimed glass in base aggregates.
check out previous articles written in the Eucihaniige at
our web site. www.cts.umn.edu/T2/. or order a copy of
the Reclaimed Glass htfirmation Kit by calling Arlene
Mathison at 612-624-3646, or e-mailing her at
amathison @ cts.umn.edu. T
-Terri Weitz

Proceedings available from recycled materials conference

From

recycling asphalt pavement to
finding new uses for lead paint
removed from steel bridges, the first
international conference on the "Beneficial
Use of Recycled Materials in
Transportation Applications," held in
Washington, D.C., in November 2001,
provided a broad forum for sharing best
practices and innovations. The proceedings, in book form, is available from the
University of New Hampshire's Recycled
Materials Resource Center (RMRC),
www.rmrc.unh.edu.
The conference brought together more
than 160 experts from 15 countries in
North America, South America, Europe,
and Asia to address the use of recycled
materials generated from transportation,
industrial, municipal, and mining
processes in transportation applications.
Event sponsors included the RMRC,
the FHWA, the National Asphalt
Pavement Association, the National

Science Foundation, the U.S. Department
of Energy, the Rubber Pavements
Association, and the American Coal Ash
Association.
The three-day conference offered
more than 130 technical presentations on
topics such as programs, policy and
analysis, materials applications and
demonstrations, and evaluation methodologies. A presentation on "Minnesota s
Experience in Implementing the Use of
Recycled Materials" made by Roger
Olson, a Mn/DOT research operations
engineer, explained the DOT's proactive
stance on the use of recycled materials in
transportation applications. Minnesota's
standard criteria for using recycled material is that it must be:
equal or better in engineering applications
environmentally acceptable
equal or better in economic considerations

"Minnesota has gone through the evolutionary process of evaluating recycled
materials: the normal process of environmental assessment. laboratory evaluation,
and finally field tests," says Olson. This
process has, at times, led to the development of a market for a particular recycled
material, as was the case of using recycled asphalt pavement in hot-mix asphalt.
Kevin Wideman, the environmental
compliance coordinator for the Missouri
DOT, delivered a presentation titled
"Lead-Paint Recycling in Missouri" which
described the DOT's innovative lead paint
removal techniques. Prior to 1990, paint

removed from steel bridges was allowed
to fall to the ground. When health and
environmental concerns over this practice
were identified, sand-blasted paint was
then collected and stored in drums in
landfills, with some bridges producing
more than 100 drums of residue. In 1994,
the Missouri DOT began recovering the

GPR evaluated for low-volume roads
conitliti'dN/io

Circuit Rider back on the road

pagel
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T he CTA(I (ircuit Rider is back on the

Troad again.

The GPR research at Mn/1)OT is primarily supported with lunding provided through the L.ocal
Road Research Board. The objective of this research

preservation and maintenance-

successful. Two sites have been identified that will
he examiined later this sulnmmer In Pine C'ounti a 5miile stretch of loiniler 'II 61 will be surveyed to

Research IProjiect (Mn/R()) test site, (PR was
used to loate buried plates in ('ell 33 and calibrate
"
the equipiiment using "griounlId truth lieasuriellellm
to identify material types and determine layer thick-

iness. I igure I shows a GPR scan of ('Cell 33, in
which the buried metal plates appear as hyperbolis
and the layer interfaces are seen as the white horizontal lines. (Counlty Road 17 west of Rochester
was surveyed (land cailibrated with ltest cores) to
deleiilnel

.

to maintc-

nunce workers from the citx of Vadnais
Ileichts on July 10.

CTAP instructor
Kathleen Schaefer

The class highlighted the "'best practices"
for asphalt maintenance,. stressing proactive strategies to obtain

examinle the overlay history and to deteclt striplping

sulccessfutlly on a nlumber of low-volumlle roads
throughoutii the state. At the Minnesota Road

Kathlecen Schaefer, who took

omer as the new CTAP instructlor this past
March, presented her first workshop-an
informative, three-hour class on asphalt

is to deiolistrate to counities and cities typical situations wc
here GPPR can or cannotl he expected to be

In St. Iouis (ountiiy, a stretch of I.tVacque Road will
he surveyed to locate the depth of bedrock.
O()ver the past foutr mitonths, GPR has been used

lead through a smelting process that
resulted in the recycling of hundreds of
tons of former waste and saving valuable
landfill space.
In an effort to improve the pant
removal process, the DOT purchased two
abrasive recycler blasters in 1996. These
machines remove lead paint with vacuum
washers and magnetic separators that
reduce blast residue by an estimated 80
percent. Instead of 50 drums from an
average bridge, there are now only 6 to
10 drums of residue that require the
smelting process. These and other developments have greatly reduced the cost of
disposal and eliminated any long-term liability for the department.
For a copy of the proceedings, visit
www.rmrc.unh.edu, or contact Taylor
Eighmy at RMRC, 603-862-1065, e-mail
t.eighmy@rmrc.unh.edu. T2
(Reprinted with permission from
FHWA Focus. January 2002.)

Figure 1t GPR scan of Cell 33 at Mn ROAD showing location
of buried netali plates and layer interfaces

thickness over ai2-mile stretch. O()n 'Tl212 near
Glencoe, (PR was used to identif susubsurface
cracks.
Although the (;GPR systeml is still in the research
phase. the futlure of (;PR at Mn/)OT is very promising. ('ooperationl alnd technology tranlsfer wiith
otherc state
Iaencies and lhe privatl
sector are lthe
the keys to the fulture success allnd universal accept;ance of

(GPR.I T

the longest life possible froml the pavement. The AsphauhtPaicment MaintenanceFiHcld Guid e. produced by Minnesota I IAP.
was the text used in the class. It icoers crack treatments. surface
trealntments and pothole patching. All participants received a
copy
iof
this glove comnpartment-size handbook.
"New Strategies in Snow and IceC(ontrol' and "'rosion
('ontrol' are two new classes in the \works for lthe near future.
"'Snow, and Ice" wxill he readx for this fall and "Erosion Control" will be presented in the spring.
CTAP. or Circuit Training and Assistance Program. is a
mobile outreach effort pro iding training, technical assistance.
and iechnology transfer to city. countil. stalte. and related personnel. Sponsors are the Minnesota Local Road Research Board

(I.R RB). Mn/ )OT. and M irnesota Ti /1IA\ . T'

anl average base thickness aiid pavemenit

-inm
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Cold-Mix Field Test shows promising results
--

by Jean Pagel, Mn/DOT:

this summer in the Twin Cities
metro area, is designed to test the
durability and workability of two differ-

ent types of "summer blend" winter
mixes, UPM and QPR. The test will also
examine the processes used to prepare the
holes prior to patching and compaction
methods.
Prior to testing, the two "summer
blend" winter mixes were compared in
the lab against each other and two other
winter mixes. The summer blend mixes
were similar in physical appearance,
physical properties of AC, and gradation,
and both had low workability numbers.

Did you know...
UPM -a

QPR -Quality Pavement Repair
The difference between summer and wi nter patching
mixes is the viscosity, or amount of cutback in the
mix.
Summer mixes have a higher viscosity tthan winter
mixes,

patch mix installed.
while the control section
used only hot mix.
Besides varying the
mixes, the test also varied the installation methods for each of the
mixes. Some patches
were rolled with truck
tires, others with a roller,

Cass County evaluates Otta Seal
tta Seal is a hybrid road covering falling
between gravel and pavement/blacktop. A
low-cost surface treatment. Otta is "formed by
placing graded aggregate (crushed or uncrushed,
fines included) on a relatively thick film of comparatively soft binder, which can work its way
upwards through the aggregate with rolling and
traffic," says Dave Enblom of Cass County. (He
made his remarks in a presentation at February's
Pavement Conference.)
The ingredients needed for Otta Seal are a
soft binder and aggregate. Cass County applied
the binder, an HFMS-2s asphalt emulsion from
Koch Materials, at a rate of 0.52 gal/yd'. The
aggregate was a dense grade laid down at a rate
of -50 lb/yd 2. Next, the roadway was compacted,
allowing the binder to come up through the

I

aggregate, creating the finished roadway.
Otta can make use of locally available aggregate. reducing hauling costs. Enblom says. Cass
County expects several other benefits:
* It pays for itself in four years.
* It lasts tip to 15 years.
* It eliminates blading.
* It eliminates aggregate loss and need for
yearly stabilization.
Cass County has used the Otta Seal technique
at two locations and has experienced few to no
problems when Otta was applied correctly, says
Enblom.
For more information regarding Cass County's experiences with Otta Seal, please contact
Enblom at dave.enblom (aco.cass.mn.usa. T

A£ACEEElC

The

members of the New Technology, Research and

Equipment Committee (NTREC), as well as staff
of Mn/lDOT's Maintenance Operations Research
(MOR). publish a monthly one-page bulletin of their
latest news and findings. Below are highlights from
the March through June bulletins. If you would like to
be added to the bulletin mailing list.
please contact Maintenance Research at
MS 772 or call 651-297-3598.

-Tiffany

Tandem test bed to visit districts
n an effort to upgrade technology in outdated plow trucks,
Mn/DOT has manufactured a
new test vehicle, called the "test
bed tandem truck." This test
vehicle was developed to help
enhance and ease Minnesota
road maintenance.
The test bed will be
equipped with technology that
has been previously proven
effective, rather than with experimental technology. A few of the
new components included on the
test vehicle are temperature sensors, backup cameras, streamlined controls, and automatic

transmissions.
The test truck will visit 16
districts throughout Minnesota,
spending three to five weeks in
each district. The truck will be
rigorously tested and evaluated
by individual drivers to ensure
that all the new components
have practical use.
An initial progress report will
be available in early 2003, and a
final report, with recommendations, should be completed by
2004. John Tarnowski with
Mn/DOT is the project manager.
T2
-Brad Martin
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burning the oil out of the mix. Working conditions are
improved because noxious fumes caused from propane
heating systems are reduced. Fire hazards are also
reduced as a result of the Hot Box because it uses an
electric heat source without an open flame. A portable
generator supplies the electricity while on the road

Rubberized Asphalt Melter Applicator
The Kera-10 Melter Applicator reduced
labor costs by 50 percent over the silicone
tube method of sealing and filling bridge
joints. Rubberized asphalt also costs
around $3.00 per gallon compared with
the $104.00 per gallon for silicone. This
unit is much safer than using a melting
pot and hand-held torch since employees
do not come into contact with either piece
of equipment. In the future, the District
IA Duluth Bridge Crew intends to use the
Kera- 10 Melter Applicator whenever possible.
The Laxo Quick Lock System lets you use one vehicle for multiple purposes.

The "Hot Box"
The Hot Box was constructed at the Cannon Falls
truck station in District 613. This unit was designed to
keep winter patching mix warm and pliable without

...

and some had the fines blown
out versus being left.
The test sections were
patched September 17. 2001.
and are being monitored on a
weekly basis. Testing criteria
are spalling, coloring (binder
loss), and settlement.
The results so far have
been encouraging. After some
initial settling, the patches
have been stable and have held
up very well. As of March 18,
2002. only one small patch
has completely failed. Monitoring continued during the
remainder of the freeze-thaw
months and will continue
throughout the summer to
determine what, if any, effects
hot temperatures will have on
The cold-mix field test area is located on eastbound Highway
the mix/patches.
62 (Crosstown). The test results have so far been encouraging.
Cory Johnson and Jim
Michael are project champions.
obtained the product. Crews from
Michael Ferry, a graduate engineer on
Mn/DOT Metro Smooth Pavement, under
rotation in Metro Maintenance Operathe direction of Pat Faltersack and Bill
tions, designed the evaluation. Bill Olson
Olson, prepared and patched the holes. T2
laid out the test sections and Cal Lucas

The actual test area is located on eastbound Highway 62 (Crosstown) from the
east end of the 28th Avenue bridge to the
end of the ramp from 34th Avenue to
eastbound Highway 62. This section of
roadway was selected because it is constructed of older concrete pavement with
numerous existing patches, does not have
any scheduled repair work, and has an
average daily traffic count of 50.000 vehicles.
The test section was divided into six
different test segments with one additional control segment. The test segments had
all the existing patches removed/milled,
cleaned, and dried. All the patches within
each segment had either
UPM or QPR winter

registered trademark of Uniqu e Paving
Materials Corporation

.......

and household current is used while immobile. The
Hlot Box is ery easy to load and unload fromt vehicles.
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High Intensity Discharge Lighting
The High Intensity Discharge (HID) Lighting systems
were tested at the District 7E Mankato truck station.
These lights produce four times the light of a standard
headlight and have an estimated service life of up to
10 times longer than standard lights. The operators,
who evaluated the lights during actual winter
driving conditions, reported that they were
able to see much more clearly in the snow
when using the high intensity lights. One driver was even quoted as saying "lUnbelievable!
Dlriving at night is like driving in daylight."
Mankato District 71 recommends the installation of HIl lights as standard equipment on
new snowplow trucks.
Laxo Quick Lock System
As the cost of vehicles rises each year, the
concept of using one vehicle for multiple uses
becomes more feasible and cost efficient each
day. The L axo Quick L.ock System allows a
tandem axle truck to be used as a dump hox,
water tank, distributor, or as a fifth-wheel
tractor. The vehicle can be driven out from
under one piece of equipnient, backed under
another, and be under way in less than 20)
minutes. Currently, the system is being used as an
emnulsion nurse tank for a microsurfacing program.
The approximate cost of this system is $18.()(00.
T2

CTS research conference highlights
Thinking of airport security lately? Did a FedEx truck just zip down your residential street? Or perhaps you just had your wheels realigned after sinking into one
too many potholes? Whatever your interest in transportation. it's likely a presenter discussed it at the CTS Thirteenth Annual Transportation Research Conference, held May 22-23 in St. Paul. Following are a few highlights from the concurrent sessions: for more detailed coverage of these and other sessions, please
visit www.cts.umn.edu.
Regional airports challenged by
new security changes
ir travelers have probably
noticed the security changes
at the nation's large commercial airports since Septemnber
I 1,but the effects of that day on
smaller regional airports may be
less familiar. In a session titled
"Airport Changes in the Face of
New Security Issues," representatives from two Minnesota airport,,
discussed some of the challenges
they've been grappling with in the wake
of 9- I1.
Shaun Germolos, director of operations for the Duluth Airport Authority,
said that of the many federal directives
immediately following September II,the
one that had the greatest impact on D)uluth
International was the closure of all parking areas within 300 feet of the airport.
Since parking makes up about 20 percent
of the revenue for this mid-sized commercial airport, the loss was substantial.
Another directive prohibited the parking
of unattended vehicles in front of the terminal, which Germnolos said affected not
only the taxi industry but other commerce
as well. "We weren't getting our newspapers delivered because it was too mnuch of
a hassle," he said.
Other immediate actions the airport
undertook included adding security personnel, revalidating approximately 500

security badges, re-coring door locks for
security access, posting Army National
Guard personnel at checkpoints, replacing
some existing airport fencing and gates,
and adding a secure employee parking lot.
Germolos said that although 2001 had
been poised to be a record revenue year
for the airport, he feels fortunate to have
ended it down only about 3 percent. Germolos is hopeful that parking revenue,
down about 7 percent so far this year, will
increase with the upcoming high season.
By proposing an alternative security plan,
the airport has been able to restore about
200 parking spaces.
Germolos said that the airport will be
challenged in making required changes to
its 30-year-old passenger terminal and in
implementing 100 percent baggage
screening with new screening machines
by the end of the year. Since the machines
are comparable in size to a pickup truck,
Germolos said. finding space for themn
will be difficult.
Regarding new security issues, (;crmolos said, "O'()r philosophy is not too(
concerned about the pelrson who wants to
blow up a van inthe parking lot...because
that will not have as much of an impact
Iat an airport of Iuluth's size ."Rather.
the airport wants to focus on providing
good customer service by expediting the
screening process while still ensuring it's
thorough. That's critical, G(ermolos said,
because once someone passes throtugh
DIuluth's airport, "they're in the system,"
traveling on to places such as Minneapolis
or ('hicago, where it somnething happens,
"it will make headlines."
Thor I inarson, airport manager tir
Falls International Airport, echoed many
of Germolos's concerns. Inaddition.,
Iinarson said his airport faces somei
iunique issues because of its location on ani
orinternational hborder; for example, thile
der patrol and Immigration and Natural-

While many technical components are

necessary for a pav emen preservation

ization Service have increased their numbers there.
Einarson said that the economic
impacts of September 1Iwould have been
much worse had the events occurred in
the spring, since much of the airport's
traffic consists of summer fishing trips.
But the airport, like others, is now trying
to determine how it will pay for new security requirements. At first, Einarson said
he understood that the Transportation
Security Administration (TSA) was going
to cover 100 percent of the security costs.
"Now I'm hearing 50 percent," he said.
The cost of about $200,000 annually may
seem small, he said, "but for an airport
our size, that's more than our total maintenance and operations budget.' In addition,
the airport's insurance rates will go up
200 percent this year. Both Einarson and
Germolos agreed that these financial burdens might be especially hard on smaller
general aviation airports.
According to Einarson, the TSA has
issued many different directives that have
caused some confusion and frustration for
airports. "[The TSA has a lot of steam in
the ship, but I'mn not too sure who's navigating or steering, he said, adding that
Falls International is waiting to get clear
direction ifor what the long-term security
needs and issues will be, especially since
the TSA has been pushing deadlines back.
Although it deserves some credit for
the huge job it's attempting, Einarson said
the agency "has taken a cookie-cutter
approach for airports in trying to secure
the skies." Iie also expressed concern for
safeguarding civil liberties in light of the
new security changes.

Advancements in maintenance and

program to succeed, Wegman said two
non-technical aspects are key: commitment by top agency management and a
public education campaign. The latter is
important to counter public perception
and communicate with citizens who will
ask, "why fix a good road when there are
so many had ones?'
Also in this session Sue Lodahl of
Mn/DOT's Office of Maintenance (and a
member of the T'/ITAP Steering Committee), and Jim McGraw of Mn/DOT Materials and Road Research presented "2002
and Beyond...A Snow and Ice Odyssey."
Lodahl's talk began with a comparison
of anti-icing and deicing. Anti-icing is the
proactive application of a freeze point
depressant to prevent bonding, before or
early on in a weather event. In contrast.
deicing is a reactive measure in which
chemicals are applied to break the bond
after it has formed. And. Lodahl said, it
takes less chemical to prevent than to
break the bond.
Although the degree of usage and the
equipment vary. most Mn/DOT districts
are using anti-icing, primarily with magnesium chloride. Definite cost savings
were seen in the 2000-2001 snow year.
ILodahl said, and use is expanding
throughout the state.
The most prevalent and cost-effective
deicer is still sodium chloride, or common
rock salt. The department is evaluating
several agricultural-based deicers on the
market and will test other products this
lall made from sugar beet and sugar cane
byproducts, she said.
To decide when to act and what chemicals to use. Lodahl suggested counties
use the state's road weather information
system (RWIS). With forecasts and current conditions from 96 sites throughout
the state, the RWIS can help workers
make better maintenance decisions. (See
www.rwis.dot.state.mn.us/ for details.)
McGraw then described the chemical
screening program run by the Chemical
Lab, Maintenance Research, and the
Office of Environmental Services. Factors
studied in the program include freezing
point, solubility, corrosive effect, ice melt-

preservation
In this session Dan Wegman
of Koch Pavement Solutions
discussed preventive maintenance surface treatments. He
began by noting how research
conducted under the federal
Strategic Highway Research
Program (a five-year, $150million initiative) lound that
stop-and-go congestion ptLts
iore

stresses on roadways,

which leads to quicker pavement failures.
So how can pavement
This fall Mn/ DOT will test deicers made from sugar beet and
managers maintain and
sugar cane byproducts.
improve roadway conditions in
times of congestion and tight funding?
ing capacity, skid resistance, and concrete
One approach is to conduct a pavement
One finding of note is the dramatscaling.
preservation program using techniques
of metal corrosion by agriculreduction
ic
such as seal coats. The cost of not spendtural-based
corrosion
inhibitors, he said.
ing mioney on pavemlent imaintenance is
impressive lfor each dollar spent on
Researcher studies impacts of rumble
preservation, Wegman said, three to ten
strips
dollars are saved in future rehabilitation
Kathleen Iarder, a research associate in
and reconstruction costs.

the University's HumanFlIRST Program.
described her study of the effect of rumble
strips on the stopping behavior of attentive drivers at rural intersections.
The purpose of her experiment. which
was part of a larger study funded by the
Minnesota Local Road Research Board
(LRRB), was to establish a baseline effect
of in-lane rumble strips at rural controlled
intersections. In laboratory testing. 32
subjects drove a simulated 25-mile course
with 12 intersections. 9 of them controlled. The experiment tracked four independent variables-the number of strips
(zero, two, or three), the type of strip
(wheel track or full width), the presence
of traffic, and the type of intersection
(four way or two way). Strips were simulated with movement in the steering wheel
and an auditory signal that resembled a
strip sound.
Harder looked at three different points
in the stopping process: first, the point at
which the driver begins to slow down:
second, the point at which the driver puts
her or his foot on the brake: and third, the
point at which the driver stops to the edge
of the intersection.
The data showed "the ariability of
human behavior," Harder said. Results
indicated that the presence of rumble
strips had no elffect on the first or third
points. However, rumble strips did affect
the second point-when the driver first
taps the brake. "Without rumble strips.
they put their foot on the brake far closer
to the intersection than with two or three
Istrips." Harder said. No difference was
observed between using two or three
strips, but wheel-track strips were iound
to be less effective than full-coverage
strips.
This experiment was the first in a set
of three to be conducted on in-lane rumble strips. In the second phase. starting
this summer, the researchers will look at
the behavior of sleep-deprived and alcohol-impaired drivers. The third phasefocusing on stopping behavior at problem
intersections-will address traffic volumes. sight distance problems, and intersection layouts.

Traffic "calming"--does it work?
It's a familiar scenario: homeowners want
moderate traffic speeds past their properties: traffic engineers need a smooth flow
of traffic to avoid localized congestion.
Cities trying to strike a balance between
safety and mobility often turn to "traffic
calming"-design and construction strategies to encourage speed reduction, without adding stop signs or other impediments to traffic flow.
But when is traffic calming appropriate--and how effective is it? Mike Marti
of SRF Consulting Group began his presentation with an overview of the issues
involved in helping property owners and
traffic engineers work together. These
issues include understanding the purpose
of different types of roadway, agreeing on
a way to measure the effectiveness of a
particular traffic calming installation, and
handling potential liability for accidents.
Marti found that little effective information is available to help planners decide
on traffic calming strategies. After looking
at such popular strategies as roadway narrowing ("chokers"), pavement marking.
S research conference continued on pagc 8
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Coming T2 Attractions
Minnesota Fall Maintenance Expo
St. Cloud
Oct. 2-3
Call Kathy Warren, 651-351-7432
Asphalt Pavement Maintenance and
Preservation (4 classes)

New! Bridge Maintenance (3 classes)
Stormwater Basin Design & Maintenance and
Erosion Control (3 classes)

Traffic Control Using the MMUTCD (3
classes)
Reducing Risk and Liability in Design,
Maintenance, and Construction (3 classes)
Dates and locations will be announced in the
next few weeks, and individual workshop
brochures will be mailed to you with complete
registration information. You may also register
online at http://register.cce.umn.edu.
Unless otherwise noted, for further information call Teresa Washington at 612-624-3745 or
e-mail twashing@cce.umn.edu. Disability
accommodations are provided upon request.
Also check the LTAP web site for a full listing of workshops and other transportation
events at www.cts.umn.edu/events. Tz

AirTAP holds lighting
seminar, unveils web site

The

Airport Technical Assistance Program (AirTAP) held an airport lighting seminar this spring
at the Mankato, Grand Rapids, and Fergus Falls airports. Instructor John Schroeder from Mn/DOT
Aeronautics gave
an excellent
overview of state
and federal regulaI
Sistnero
tions governing
AirportTechnicalAssirtance Program

lighting and naviga-

tional aids, funding
opportunities for installation and maintenance, and
newly applied technology. He also shared information about lighting equipment selection, proper
installation procedures, and routine maintenance
requirements. The seminar was attended by airport
managers, maintenance staff, consultants, and
Mn/DOT Aeronautics personnel from across the
state.
Federal regulations for airfield lighting are found
in Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) advisory
circulars, available online at www.faa.gov. The state
of Minnesota also has regulations for airport lighting, and can withhold state financial assistance if
municipalities do not fulfill the terms of agreement.
A summary of the entire lighting seminar will be
published later this summer. Highlights from several
other courses and seminars offered previously
through AirTAP-the snow and ice control workshops, the project funding series, and the asphalt
and concrete pavement maintenance courses-are
also available. For copies call Arlene Mathison, 612624-3646, or e-mail amathison@cts.umn.edu.
Another way to obtain the workshop summaries
isto visit the new AirTAP web site, which was
unveiled at the annual meeting of the Minnesota
Council of Airports (MCOA) in April. Besides
workshop news, the site features links to aviationrelated Internet resources and past issues of AirTAP's newsletter, Briefings. Take a look at
www.cts.umn.edu/T2/airtap/home.htm.

AirTAP is a joint effort funded by Mn/DOT,
MCOA, and CTS. Its mission is to serve the educational and information outreach needs of Minnesota's general aviation airports. For more information
about the AirTAP program and future course offerings, call AirTAP coordinator Jim Grothaus at 612625-8373, or Jeff Stewart, project consultant with
WSB. at 763-287-7184. T
-Ann Johnson

Expo from page 1
Kjonaas described the requirements for roads to
be part of the county or municipal state-aid system.
He pointed out that funding for the state-aid system
primarily comes from the gas tax and license fees,
which make up the state's Highway Users Tax Distribution Fund. Sixty-two percent of these revenues
are distributed to Mn/DOT for the state trunk highway system; 29 percent are distributed to the counties for the county state-aid system; and 9 percent
to cities over 5,000 population for the municipal
state-aid system.
Although nearly $487 million was distributed to
counties and cities for 2002, it is becoming more
difficult to keep these systems in reasonable condition. Since the last gas tax increase in 1988, the
increased revenue due to increased travel has not
kept up with growing demands on the road systems
and the aging of those road systems. Generally 25
to 40 percent of each county's or city's state-aid
apportionment is used to maintain the system.
County engineers have recently estimated that over
$130 million more is needed each year to preserve
their highways using a 50-year life cycle.
Kjonaas said he was sure those in the room
who were involved in
maintaining local
road systems were
seeing obviously
needed preventive
maintenance being
delayed. It may be
difficult to understand
why this is happening, but it is a result
of limited financial
resources and the
need to prioritize
maintenance projects
along with other
highway needs. As
roads continue to age, the situation just gets worse.
County and city engineers recognize that some of
this funding shortfall may never be restored. Therefore they provide a small portion (less than 1 percent) of their state-aid revenues to research in the
hope of finding ways to do a better job with the limited resources available.
Larson then provided information about the Minnesota Local Road Research Board's recent
accomplishments and invited participants to
become involved in research by submitting suggestions for studies that would benefit them in their
efforts to maintain local roads and streets. A submission form is available on the LRRB web site at
www.lrrb.gen.mn.us.
The LRRB was established by law in 1959 to
develop research in the area of design, construction, maintenance, and environmental compatibility
of local roads and streets. The ten members represent cities, counties, states, and the University of
Minnesota. The board leads a research effort funded at about $1.7 million annually from the State Aid
allocations. Since its inception, the LRRB has published hundreds of reports of interest to local road
authorities, together with many training and informational videos. The LRRB also provides some
financial resources to the T2/LTAP program to support technology transfer of these research findings
to those who can use the information.
A list of research projects the LRRB is currently
working on was reviewed, and the video Cool, a
story about snowplow safety designed specifically
to be presented to third graders, was shown.
New work zone technology
Craig Mittelstadt of Mn/DOT's Office of Construction
and Contract Administration made a very

interesting presentation describing some experimental work that Mn/DOT has recently conducted
to improve safety in the work zone. Through market
research, the public has told Mn/DOT that it needs
to do a better job of providing real-time information
in advance of the work zone.
In response, Mn/DOT has developed a Mobile
Traffic Advisory System which was tried in a work
zone on 1-35 near Duluth during the past year. This
system consists of sensors in the roadway that
measure traffic speed and volume. These sensors
communicate the speed and volume information
directly to electronic message boards located two
miles and five miles in advance of the work zone.
The message board then displays predetermined
messages dependent on the speed and volume
information received from the sensors. This system
can provide real-time information on the work zone
traffic conditions well in advance and allow
motorists to use alternative routes.
Another innovation is a Variable Speed Limit
Sign. This has an LED panel inserted in a speed
limit sign that can be changed with a hand-held
device. This will allow speed limits to be set in the
work zone that are appropriate to the work in

progress,
which should
lead to
increased
speed compliance as
well as more
effective
enforcement.
Mittelstadt
also
reviewed
slides showing a variety
of pavement
markings the
department has tried over the past few years that
are intended to make drivers perceive that things
are moving faster or that lanes are narrowing in
order to slow traffic as it enters a work zone.
Through a series of field trials followed by modifications to the markings, Mn/DOT has evolved a group
of pavement markings that should prove effective in
slowing traffic in work zones.
Examples of improved roll-up signs and lighting
balloons for illuminating night-time work zones were
also shown.
Dig Safely and Gopher State One-Call Safety
Mike McGrath, Office of Pipeline Safety, Minnesota
Department of Public Safety, provided an update on
efforts to continue improving the safety of underground work and protect underground utilities. He
pointed out that the focus of the state's program is
moving from "Call Before You Dig" to "Dig Safely."
Failure to locate is currently a cause of less than 15
percent of damage, while failure to hand dig, for
example, is currently a cause of 40 percent of dam-

age.
McGrath presented a best practices video titled
Prevent Damage from Occurring. It included information on the need to contact Gopher State OneCall for utility locations, but pointed out that this is
only one small part of a comprehensive program to
prevent underground damage on construction projects. The video provided many examples of best
practices in planning and performing underground
work.
He highlighted a few of the issues that a review
committee is currently discussing regarding existing
legal requirements. He expects the committee's
work will ultimately lead to revisions to the current
requirements. T2
-Pat Murphy

Expo sponsors
Expo sponsors were CTS, Mn/DOT, the Minnesota Local Road Research Board, the Minnesota Street
Superintendents Association, the Minnesota Public Works Association, and the Minnesota Highway Safety and
Research Center. Representing Minnesota LTAP, Cheri Marti gave the April 24 welcome and opening remarks, and
Jim Grothaus served on the expo planning committee. Sue Lodahl of Mn/DOT Maintenance Research (and a member of the T2/LTAP Steering Committee) gave the April 25 opening remarks and also served on the planning committee.
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Rural ITS Toolbox. United States
Department of Transportation, 2001.
This report has been prepared as a
part of the USDOT's Rural Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) Program to
guide ITS implementation in rural and
small urban areas. This document will
support agencies and groups that are
beginning the process of ITS deployment
by making various ITS application
deployments accessible to potential new
users.
In recent years, ITS solutions have
become increasingly popular across the
country. from rural and small urban areas
to even the most progressive states. In the
past, each new ITS effort has had limited
information of past ITS installations and
has needed to develop its own techniques.
As a result, the USDOT commissioned
the development of a document that lists
the best practices for deployment of rural
ITS. Through this effort, the Rural ITS
Toolbox was created, with resources that
identify successful rural ITS projects and
applications from across the nation along
with best practices that illustrate the
proven processes for ITS deployment
plans.
The tools, or implementation plans,
listed in this document are categorized on
the basis of seven rural ITS development
tracks as defined in the FHWA report
Rural ITS User Needs. The seven tracks
are: emergency services, tourism and
travel information, traffic management,
rural transit and mobility, crash preven-

these materials, call Arlene Mathison, Minnesota LTAP librarian, at 612-624-3646, or

This comprehensive guide serves as a
reference to practical dust control. It
includes a historical overview of road
building along with maintenance techniques and alternatives based on the relative severity of the distress. The guide
also compares costs and statistics of varying roadway treatments and their environmental resource impacts.

Asset Management Guidance for
Transportation Agencies. NCHRP:
Research Results Digest, March 2002.
This digest reports the continuing
progress of the NCHRP Project 2024(11), "Asset Management Guidance for
Transportation Agencies." The objective
for the project is to gather information
about worldwide asset management practices and then develop and apply a transportation asset management framework
for a new transportation asset management guide.
The project is split into two phases.
The first phase is now complete and is
illustrated in the digest. The second phase
is underway and will produce the new
asset management guide.

The Use of Geosynthetics to Reinforce Low-Volume Roads. Mn/DOT.
This final report illustrates a study

nance, and surface transportation and
weather.
It is also available online at www
.itsdocs.lhwa.dot.gov/jpodocs/reptste
/13477.html.

Dust Control on Low-Volume
Roads: A Review of Techniques and

Full-Depth Asphalt Pavement Performance Study. ERES Consultants,

Chemicals Used. Federal Highway
Administration Professional Development
Service Business Unit, 2001.

2001.
This report was developed to review
the overall performance of full-depth (F-

tion and security, opelations and mainte-

D) pavements in Minnesota. Mn/DOT
and the Minnesota Asphalt Pavement
Association (MAPA) initiated this project
to consider why certain F-D pavement
failures and successes have occurred in
similar conditions.

FHWA's Final Rule and FTA's Policy for Applying the National ITS
Architecture at the Regional Level.
USDOT, 2001.
The intention of the new Rule and
Policy is to foster integration of the
deployment of regional ITS systems. This
report is intended to be a reference and
educational guide to the Rule/Policy
while describing architecture, project, and
standards requirements.

"What If Roads Could Last a Lifetime?" Asphalt Pavement Alliance.
This CD-ROM explores the option of
perpetual pavement. The CD illustrates
the multi-layer pavement process that is
designed to absorb stress from high-volume traffic in its surface layer.
More information can also be found at
the Minnesota Asphalt Pavement Association's new web site, www.asphaltisbest
.com

Videos
CCC: Making the Effort Work!
FHWA in cooperation with AASHTO.
This 19-minute video provides state
DOT workers and utilities' engineers with
examples of actions that can be taken to
avoid construction delays and unnecessary project costs. The video stresses the
importance of making a commitment to
communicate, coordinate, and cooperate
to achieve common goals.
Accompanied by a discussion guide

improvements in crosswalks, sidewalks, walkways, and pedestrian
technologies, or expanding
public education and
safety programs, the
Federal Highway
Administration's (FHWA)
Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Research Program
strives to pave the way for
a more walkable future.
A part of a larger
FHWA study. "Eivaluation of
Pedestrian Facilities," the
Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety
Research Program recently published the Pedestrian 1ircilities
Users Guide -Providing Safety
and Mobility, to hel p) transportation engineers, planners, and
safety professionals make cities
more pedestrian-friendly and safe.

Mobility is also a tool for enabling
professionals to identify pedestrian safety needs within roadway
rights-of-way. It defines 13 pedestrian crash-type groupings and the
types of possible safety countermeasures for each group in different crash situations. Along with
this information, the guide also
includes the purpose, considera-

Forest Roads and the Environment.
USDA Forest Service, 2002.
An introduction to the maintenance of
low-volume roads, this video highlights
issues that benefit from proper maintenance activities.

Reading the Traveled Way. USDA
Forest Service, 2002.
Provides insight for understanding

road conditions and how to proactively
avoid costly repairs by properly addressing the road in its current condition.

USDA Forest Service, 2002.
By considering natural functions like
rain and erosion, this video illustrates
how to utilize our understanding of natural occurrences before beginning maintenance operations to help minimize significant impacts on the road.

Smoothing and Reshaping the Traveled Way. USDA Forest Service, 2002.
This video illustrates the processes
used for smoothing and reshaping a roadway. It covers crowned. insloped, and
outsloped roads, along with transition
sections. TP

Maintaining the Ditch and Surface
Cross Drains. USDA Forest Service,
2002.

tions, and estimated costs for each
countermeasure.
The Pedestrian Facilities
Users Guide also supplies a number of case studies that highlight
success stories in Asheville, North

Carolina: Cambridge, Mass.;
Boulder, Colo.: Fort Pierce,
Fla.; and Portland, Ore.;
including traffic calming,
reducing speed through
neighborhoods, revitalizing
downtown areas, and
improving safety for children near schools.
A printed version is not
yet available: however, the
Pedestrian Facilities Users
Guide is currently available
online by visiting the following web site:
safety.fhwa.dot.gov
/fourthlevel/design_p.htm
#crosswalk. T'
(Reprinted with permission

firom the Federal Highway
Administration Research &
Technology Transporter, March

2002.)
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surface cross drains.

for use in training.

New user guide focuses on creating pedestrian safety
The guide offers plenty of useful
information about safe walking
environments, and highlights the
main causes of pedestrian crashes
and strategies for countering them.
Pedestrian Facilities Users
Guide-Providing Safrty and

This video provides comprehensive
instructions for correctly constructing and
maintaining ditches, culverts, and various

Reading Beyond the Traveled Way.

Miscellaneous

2001.
that investigated the reinforcement function of geosynthetics as a separating layer
between the aggregate base layer and
subgrade of low-volume Minnesota roadways. The results indicate that the addition of a gcosynthctic does provide reinforcement to the roadway as long as the
geosynthetic is stiffer than the subgrade
material. The benefit was substantial in
roadways with the poorest quality subgrade.

2000, more than 4,739 pedestrians were killed and 78,000
were injured in U.S. motor vehicle
crashes. These figures point
toward a need to increase pedestrian and bicycle safety and mobility. Whether it's making

00000000

0000000000000

e-mail her at amathison@cts.umn.edu.
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FHWA creates work zone
compendium
ith the increased emphasis on improving mobility and safety in work zones
nationwide, numerous trans-

portation agencies and others
are conducting a range of
work-zone-related research
activities. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
has developed an easy-to-use
compendium that puts this
collected information at your
fingertips. With the release of
the compendium, FHWA
hopes to cut down on the
number of redundant research
efforts, thereby helping trans-

portation agencies and related
researchers more effectively
spend their limited research
budgets.
The compendium is posted at
the FHWA's work zone web
site at www.ops.fhwa
.dot.gov/wz/techshar.htm. To
obtain a copy on CD-ROM,
contact Marianna Rizzo at

202-366-9631
(e-mail marianna.rizzo
@fhwa.dot.gov). A related
tool, FHWA's Work Zone Best
Practices Guidebook, is avail-

able at www.ops.
fhwa.gov/wz/bestprac.htm. TP

If your professional organization meets on a regular basis, let us include the information here. Contact Editor, Technology Exchange.
For an up-to-date list of events in Minnesota and nationwide, please see the CTS/T 2 events web page: www.cts.umn.edu/events.

DATE

LCATIONCONTAC

Sept. 11-13

Minnesota Surveyors and Engineers Society Fall Outing

Madden's Resort

www.mses.org/events.htm

Sept. 18-20

"Tools of the Trade," 8th TRB National Conference on
Transportation Planning for Small and Medium-Sized Communities

Cincinnati, ()hio

Kathy Briscoe, 652-296-1614
kathy.briscoc (a@dot.state. rn.us

Oct. 2-3

Minnesota Fall Maintenance Expo

St. Cloud

Kathy Warren, 651-351-7432

Oct. 29

Water Resources Annual Conference

Bloomrningtonl

Ruth Martin,. 612-624-3492 rnlmartin( cce.umn.edu
www.cce.umln.edu

Nov. 21-22

Minnesota Public Works Association Fall Conference

Bloomington

Ruth Martin, 612-624-3492, rmartin@cce.umn.edu

Dec. 3

Minnesota Association of Asphalt Paving Technologists
49th Annual Asphalt Concrete Conference

Brooklyn Park

Ann Johnsonm, 612 275-819(

Dec. 5

52nd Annual Concrete Conference

St. Paul

Kay Syme, 612-624-4938

Jan. 21-24

Minnesota County Engineers Association Annual C(onference

Ruth Martin, 612-624-3492, rmartin (@acce.umn.edu
www.cceumln.edu

Jan. 29-31

City Engineers Association of Minnesota Annual Conference

Brooklyn Center

Ruth Martin, 612-624-3492, rmartin@cce.umn.edu

Feb. 20

7th Annual Minnesota Pavement Conference

St. Paul

Teresa Washington, 612-624-3492
twashing
(
cce.unmledu

Mar.-Apr.

Structural Engineering Seminar Series

St. Paul

Kay Syme, 612-624-4938
I

CTS research conferencelnmi,page/,

Click, Listen & Learn 2002

and raised crosswalks, he found that effectiveness
seemned to vary widely in dilfferent scttings and with dif-

Series
The American Public Works Association (APWA) and
the National LTAP Association have collaborated to
produce a series of training sessions in APWA's Click,
Listen & Learn format in 2002. APWA's audio-web
conferences allow you to listen to the speakers
through your telephone and view the visual presentation via the web. Programs include printed speaker
handouts and feature live Q&A.
Two programs are left for this year. To register,
visit www.apwa.net. Times below are Central.
Effective Use of Chemicals and Abrasives for
Winter Road Maintenance, Tuesday, Oct. 29,
10 a.m.-12 noon
Risk Management and Tort Liability on the
Roadways-What You Need to Know to Protect
Your Agency! Thursday, Dec. 5, 10 a.m.-12 noon T

ferent combinations of calming rneasures.

Faced with the dilliculty of real-world experimentlllation on traffic calming, Kathleen Harder of the lniversity's HIumanFIRST Progralll described her effoirts to
develop a methodology for testing the effects of trafflic
calming strategies inthe controlled setting of a driving
simulator. She and researcher John Bloomfield designed
a series of tests based on a section of IFranklin Avenlue in
slated to receive tralfic calmling
x
Minneapolis that was
treatiments.

'The simiulatoi results
proved fairly consistent
with the observed behavior
of drivers before and after

the Franklin Avenue
improvements. Based on

this success,
SRecdfer

the
w

researchers then developed
a eneric suburban col-

Response For si

lector

ing beyond individual roadways and thinking in ternms of
transportation corridors. In addition to a highway, a corridor may include alternative modes like rail,
dedicated
bus lanes, and bicycle or pedestrian paths. Corridor management strives to improve Cefliciency by encouraging
the use of multiple modes to address different transportation needs.
Mn/DOT's J.im I)ustrude gave an overview of mode
shift incentives strategies that encourage drivers to use
alternative forms of transportation along a corridor. The
1-394 corridor in Minneapolis, he said, could see significant benelits from increases in HOV and express bus
use- but drivers are notoriously hard to convince.
l)ustrude said that, based

The effectiverlEess

of traffic

calm ing strate< ies seem s to
vary widely iI different
n
settings and a

rith

different

binations of calming
measi ures.

com

on his research,

divers nmiht

choose alternate modes if they

beliexed they would enjoy better driving conditions (lfewer

,as,

aster commutes)
trat, i
when they did drive. But this
type of incentive would require
drivers to start taking the bus

beloire any beneits to taic

flow become apparent, a leap
of faith they may not be willing to make.
on driver behavior. While some results of this research
Ken Kri of the IHubert II. HIumphrey Institute of
may generalize to other traffic situations, Harder stressed
Public Affalirs then tackled the difficult issue of benchthat ''more research is needed inorder to develop a costlmarking lifor
urban transportation corridor development.
benefit picture of trafflic calning."
Ile drew on examples including Denver's 'TRX
program
Iinally, ToniSohrwcide of Short Illiot l endrickson.
projects
in
and San Diego's I 15 corridor as well as
Inc., walked the audience through two real-world traffic Ottawa and Sao Paulo. Brazil. to highlight the many
calming projects: Burnsvll ille's busy Portland Avenlue
comllponelnts that go into a successful transporltation corridor planning model.
lcar Counlty Road 42, ;and the economically vital Main
Street inRiecr Falls, Wisconsin.
iTo complicate matters further, Kriz said. complex
state and local funding restrictions require planners to
l1y changing the four lane roadway to three lanes
with a two -w ay left-turn lane inthe center, the city was
sell voters on public works project plans. This battle for
able to reduce traffic blockages by left-turning vehicles
funding can make or break a corridor-mianagemenit plan
while significantly lowering the accident rate. What's
hefore a single section of light-rail track is laid down.
more, the project proved to be cheaper by almost
G;iven the complexity of planning and executing cor500,00))thanl the alternaive approach of adding a
ianagement, geographic inlbrmaution systems (GiIS)
ridor
miedian and wideniing the roadway, amid was popular with
technology is becoming an essential tool for determining
the dri iing public.
impacts. Bob Rogers and Brad Digre of Short Elliot HenInRi\er Falls, traflic volumnes on Main Street were
drickson, Inc., recounted their experiences in preparing a
reduced, alnl effect attributed 1o mlore motorists gettlling on
land use and secondary/cunmulative impact analysis for
a
the freeway instead of driving lhrough downtown. IBut
trunk highway 169 near the shores of Mille Lacs lake in
survey indicated ihat mrany drivers believed the traffic
Mn/IO)(I l)istrict 3.Evenl though existing data sets lor
calnng mlieasures increased tril tiie and created morec
the area left much to be desired, the analysis and iimapstress for roadway users. Sohrweide pointed out that the
ping lunctions of (IS proted essential to identifying
unexpected consequences of corridor development. T
public may iinot see traffic calming thlesame way engistreet" simulation to

examnine the effects ol curb
treatments and plantings

Please help the Exchange become more effective by
filling out this form and returning it to
Minnesota T2 /LTAP Program
Center for Transportation Studies
University of Minnesota
511 Washington Ave. S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55455
Fax: 612-625-6381
E-mail: snopl001@tc.umn.edu
Web: www.cts.umn.edu/T2/index
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nleers do, andl tha such projects canl have ulinexpecled conUoseqnci' suchi asiincreased
lunme
i
othelr roadways.
le echoed Iarder instressing the neeccd lir a Ithorough
cost-bhenclit inalysis for anlly
traffic calliing iproject.
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Low-volume road report

impacts?
i
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From Canl
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